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Donglai Wei,7 Hanspeter Pfister,7 Caicun Zhou,8 Tao Jiang,8 Yunlang She,1,* Chunyan Wu,5,*

and Chang Chen1,9,10,12,*

SUMMARY

Immunotherapy shows durable response but only in a subset of patients, and test
for predictive biomarkers requires procedures in addition to routine workflow.
We proposed a confounder-aware representation learning-based system, geno-
pathomic biomarker for immunotherapy response (PITER), that uses only diag-
nosis-acquired hematoxylin-eosin (H&E)-stained pathological slides by leveraging
histopathological and genetic characteristics to identify candidates for immuno-
therapy. PITER was generated and tested with three datasets containing 1944
slides of 1239 patients. PITER was found to be a useful biomarker to identify pa-
tients of lung adenocarcinoma with both favorable progression-free and overall
survival in the immunotherapy cohort (p < 0.05). PITER was significantly associ-
ated with pathways involved in active cell division and a more immune activating
microenvironment, which indicated the biological basis in identifying patients
with favorable outcome of immunotherapy. Thus, PITER may be a potential
biomarker to identify patients of lung adenocarcinoma with a good response to
immunotherapy, and potentially provide precise treatment.

INTRODUCTION

Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) (Ribas and Wolchok, 2018), as an emerging antitumor therapy, are

gradually rewriting clinical treatment paradigms for a variety of cancers, including non-small-cell lung can-

cer (NSCLC) (Ferris et al., 2016; Borghaei et al., 2015). In patients with advanced NSCLC, immunotherapy

was shown to improve the clinical outcomes in previous clinical trials, but only in a subset of patients (Herbst

et al., 2016; Borghaei et al., 2015). Therefore, identifying suitable predictive biomarkers for immunotherapy

is warranted and has become an urgent need for the application of tumor immunotherapy (Hegde and

Chen, 2020). Previous studies have highlighted the strong relationship between the tumor mutational

burden (TMB) and the activity of ICI therapies across multiple types of cancers (Rizvi et al., 2015; Marabelle

et al., 2020). TMB is determined by whole exome sequencing (WES) and is defined as the total number of

coding and somatic mutations (Rizvi et al., 2015). Such tests face barriers to being deployed in routine

oncology workflows due to the high turnaround time, complexity, and cost (Chan et al., 2019).

Genetic variation in tumor cells causes functional changes, resulting in tumor cell morphological changes

(Schmauch et al., 2020). Such morphological changes can be seen in histological images, which are the

most commonmodality in the diagnostic workflow.With the development of artificial intelligence, compre-

hensive imaging analyses of histological slides using computational approaches could reveal previously

concealed information and decode malignant disease progression and prognosis (Bera et al., 2019).

Recent studies revealed that the extracted features from digitized pathological images were clinically

related to molecular features and showed predictive power for genetic profiles (Coudray et al., 2018).

These pathomic studies allow for the correlation between histopathological characteristics and molecular

and genetic alterations, thereby improving disease depiction.

Deep learning models have benefited from the development of both software and hardware techniques

and have shown professional-level performance in the context of medical imaging analysis tasks, including
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the classification of dermoscopy images (Esteva et al., 2017), chest computed tomography (Ardila et al.,

2019), and histological slides (Campanella et al., 2019). Moreover, deep learning models have been shown

to be promising for assisting with whole-slide imaging (WSI) analyses, including genetic mutation identifi-

cation (Fu et al., 2020), microsatellite instability status determination (Kather et al., 2019b), and prognosis

(Kather et al., 2019a) prediction. Deep learning algorithms have been proven to successfully predict the

level of TMB by using WSI (Jain and Massoud, 2020). However, few prior studies have developed bio-

markers validated in an immunotherapy cohort. In this study, we developed a genopathomic biomarker

for immunotherapy response (PITER) by leveraging histopathological and genetic (i.e., TMB) characteristics

with deep learning techniques. By building a causal graph of this modeling procedure, we identified the

confounding variables that were prone to overfitting and further designed an adversarial confounder sup-

pression (AdvCS) scheme to improve learning performance. The AdvCS technique was easy to implement

and significantly stabilized the training procedure. The proposed PITER was first developed and validated

using data from themulticenter The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database to predict TMB fromWSIs. We

then independently validated our method in external cohorts in terms of TMB predictive performance and

ICI efficacy assessment (Figure 1). Finally, we illustrated the underlying association between the PITER

prediction and ICI response by analyzing genetic data.

RESULTS

Development of the genopathomic biomarker (PITER)

We first built the TumorNet to classify lung cancer tissue in 20% of randomly selected patients. After

training, the accuracy of the TumorNet to classify normal, lung adenocarcinoma, and squamous cell carci-

noma in the TCGA dataset was 0.96. We then tested the discrimination ability on our SPH TMB dataset,

revealing an accuracy of 0.81 for classifying two malignancies (Figure S1).

Next, we trained the TMBNet separately for LUAD and LUSC. Representative cases for the output of the

TMBNet are shown in Figure 2A. We internally validated the TMB predictive performance on the TCGA

LUAD validation dataset (100 patients with 195 slides), which was unseen during the training process

(Table S1). For LUAD (Figure 2B), the areas under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUCs) for

the PITER to stratify high- versus low-level TMB were 0.853 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.775–0.932) in

the TCGA validation dataset. The PITER score was significantly correlated with the actual TMB value as a

continuous variable (Spearman’s rho = 0.58, p < 0.01, Figure 2C). We then evaluated the predictive value

of TMB status on an external cohort of 111 patients with 175 slides (Table S2). The AUC reached 0.781 (95%

CI: 0.610–0.952) in the SPH TMB dataset, the predictive score output by the PITER was higher in the high-

TMB group than in the low-TMB group, and the PITER score was significantly associated with the actual

TMB value (Spearman’s rho = 032, p < 0.01, Figure 2D).

For LUSC (Figure S2), the AUC for the proposed method for stratifying high- and low-level TMB was 0.607

(95%CI: 0.595–0.720) in the TCGA LUSC validation dataset (100 patients with 175 slides, Table S3) and 0.524

(95%CI: 0.386–0.663) in the SPHTMBdataset (100 patientswith 188 slides, Table S4). As thepredictive ability

of the proposed method using LUSC cases failed to demonstrate robustness and efficacy in both indepen-

dent validation datasets, we continued with the framework built on LUAD for the subsequent experiments.

Predicting survival by PITER in the immunotherapy dataset

We applied the same cutoff point (cutoff value: 0.23, Table S5) in the immunotherapy treatment group for

furtherprognostic analysis to test theprognosticperformanceof thePITER inbothoverall survival (OS) andpro-

gression-free survival (PFS). Based on the PITER, patients can be divided into two groups with significantly

different prognoses. There was no significant difference between the two groups based on the clinical and

pathological variables except for sex. The survival curves analysis showed that the group predicted to have a

high level of TMB demonstrated a significant survival benefit over the group predicted to have a low level of

TMB in both PFS andOS among the entire cohort (Figure 3). In the multivariable Cox analysis, the PITER score

remained significant after adjusting for other clinical and pathological variables in the analysis of both the PFS

(hazard ratio [HR]: 0.44, 95% CI: 0.21–0.92, p = 0.03) and OS (HR: 0.32, 95% CI: 0,10–0.99, p = 0.04) (Table S6).

Biological validation of the PITER

To validate the biological basis of the PITER, we evaluated the TCGA cohort with the matched copy

nucleoid variation data available (Figure S3). Through ranked GSEA, we found that the top gene sets
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that showed a significant association with the biomarker were involved in the tumor cell cycle, DNA

mismatch repair, and homologous recombination repair pathways (Figure 4A). This indicates that higher

TMB correlates with more active cell division and frequent DNA replication, suggesting a higher degree

of malignancy. The difference in this pathway reflects the malignancy of the tumors to a certain extent.

The higher the degree of tumor malignancy, the stronger the replication and DNA repair ability as well

as the higher the TMB value. In contrast, in tumors with a higher degree of malignancy, the genes affected

in the low-TMB group were more related to cell metabolism, which also indicates that the frequency of

gene replication and mutation is higher in the high-TMB group.

To further investigate the association between biomarkers and the tumor-immune microenvironment, we

next deconvoluted TCGA RNA sequencing data to infer the tumor-immune microenvironment (Figure 4B).

Differences were found in plasma cells, T cells (memory CD4), dendritic cells, and mast cells. The correla-

tion heatmap showed correlations between CD4 T cells and CD8 T cells as well as plasma cells and naive B

A

B

C

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the study design

(A) Whole-slide images (WSI) and corresponding clinical records and available genetic profiles from TCGA were used for the training and for the internally

validation of the dataset; two external datasets were included to independently evaluate the proposed framework.

(B) The proposed PITER framework was designed to predict the status of the tumor mutational burden (TMB) fromWSIs, which served as a biomarker for the

immunotherapy response in a subsequent correlation analysis with genetic and immune infiltration data. The whole pipeline consists of 2 deep neural

networks based on EfficientNet, TumorNet to classify tumor/normal patches, and TMBNet to classify the TMB status. We propose an adversarial confounder

suppression (AdvCS) technique to eliminate the influence of confounding variables.

(C) The developed PITER was applied to predict TMB status and prognosis following immunotherapy. Genomics and transcriptomics data were used to

indicate the potential interpretation of the PITER. TCGA, The Cancer Genome Atlas. PITER, the genopathomic biomarker for immunotherapy response.
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cells (Figure S4), indicating that a link between immune cells and improved treatment response may exist

and provides an explanation for the immunotherapy therapeutic decision for PITER-predicted TMB-high

cancers.

Visualization of PITER prediction

To further examine the relationship betweenWSI and TMB, we reviewed the activation heatmap of the bio-

markers for further investigation. The PITER provides a visualization of the spatial and intensity distribution

of TMB predictions in different cohorts for each digital slide (Figure 5). Yellow areas of the heatmap indicate

regions of the tissue predicted by the algorithm to have high TMB. The pattern of the predicted region was

similar across different slides at the same level of TMB, even though the slides from different cohorts were

not processed in the same manner. The PITER predicted regions of both low- and high-TMB within the

boundary of the tumors, suggesting that the PITER may be able to detect morphological associates of

TMB that are heterogeneous across the cancer.

DISCUSSION

The advent of immunotherapy has completely changed the treatment prospects of NSCLC (Ferris

et al., 2016; Borghaei et al., 2015). However, studies have found that the objective response rate to

A

B C D

Figure 2. TMB prediction performance of the proposed biomarker

(A) Original histological slides and heatmaps of the prediction output.

(B–D) Independent validation of TMB prediction performance by the PITER in the TCGA (blue) and SPH (red) validation datasets. Scatterplots of changes in

tumor mutational burden value according to probability output from the PITER in the TCGA (C) and SPH (D) validation datasets. TCGA, the cancer genome

atlas. AUC, area under curve. TMB, tumor mutational burden.
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immunotherapy remains relatively low (Herbst et al., 2016; Borghaei et al., 2015). The development of new

predictive markers to determine whether patients will benefit from immunotherapy is of the utmost impor-

tance. In this study, we proposed a genopathomic biomarker, the PITER, to study TMB status using digital

histology slides. The proposed PITER robustly and consistently predicted the TMB status of patients with

lung adenocarcinoma in both internal and external validation cohorts. Our results showed that the PITER

was correlated with the response to immunotherapy in an independent lung adenocarcinoma patient

cohort. The biological basis was evaluated through a gene expression analysis of biological pathways.

As a genetic disease, the neoplastic transformation of malignancy is the product of the accumulation of so-

matic mutations in affected cells, which could be revealed by morphological changes detectable in routine

histological slides by using a state-of-the-art deep learning approach. H&E imaging resources have mainly

been used to certify histological subtypes and diagnoses with some restricted extraction of standard histo-

pathological variables, such as grade, mitotic activity, and lymphocytic infiltrates (Cooper et al., 2018).

Digital pathology allows us to decipher pathomic links by applying computational methods to extract

more sophisticated features and ultimately correlate them with molecular and genetic findings. The

A

B C

Figure 3. Survival outcomes of the immunotherapy dataset

(A) Individual clinical outcomes at the patient level (bars correspond to survival events and dots correspond to the best overall response).

(B) Kaplan-Meier curve of progression-free survival stratified by the PITER (high and low levels indicate the probability of treatment response).

(C) Kaplan-Meier curve of overall survival stratified by the PITER (high and low levels indicate the probability of treatment response).
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PITER enables the in-depth characterization of the tumor TMB phenotype and provides a deeper under-

standing of cancer biology to better aid clinical decisions. TMB is an indicator of the genetic variation profile

of a tumor. Several researchers have successfully developed artificial intelligencemodels to predict the TMB

status in bladder cancer (Xu et al., 2019), gastric cancer (Kather et al., 2019b), and lung adenocarcinoma (Jain

and Massoud, 2020). However, due to the lack of a publicly available dataset, previous research has not

further validated their models’ predictive capability in an external dataset or their predictive value for

A

B

Figure 4. Biological validation

(A) Association of the PITER and underlying pathways found by gene enrichment analysis.

(B) Variance in the immune microenvironment between groups with different immunotherapy response probabilities. High and low levels indicate the

probability of treatment response.
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response to immunotherapy. Previously, Jain et al. proposed a deep learning approach to predict the level

of TMB by aggregating three magnifications (X5 AUC of 0.72, X10 AUC of 0.80, and X20 AUC of 0.81) and

achieved an AUC of 0.92 (Jain and Massoud, 2020). In this study, the PITER was trained and tested using

103 magnification. The PITER achieved a comparative performance when predicting TMB status when

compared to theperformance relying on singlemagnification reportedby Jain et al. Importantly, the robust-

ness of the TMB evaluation performancewas tested on FFPE tissue from an independent external validation

cohort. In our experiments, the simple aggregation of multiplemagnifications (Jain andMassoud, 2020) did

not improve the performance of the model on the external validation cohorts. The application of a low-

magnification approach significantly reduces the computational costs. On the other hand, the smaller the

required magnification, the more likely it is that the approach will be deployed in a clinical workflow.

The predictive value of the PITER and response to immunotherapy was validated in an independent immu-

notherapy cohort in our study. Previous studies have shown the predictive value of artificially intelligent bio-

markers based on other modalities, such as radiological (Sun et al., 2018) and genetic features (Cristescu

et al., 2018), in patients with advanced NSCLC, but not using digital histology slides. Based on the pathol-

ogy images, the PITER was consistently shown to be a prognostic factor for both the OS and the PFS rate of

the patients enrolled in the study. Previous lung cancer prognostic models were developed using clinical

data. In this study, we showed that the PITER has the predictive power to stratify patients with significant

differences after adjusting for clinical variables. Furthermore, our results revealed that the PITER was spe-

cific for immunotherapy response prediction in advanced lung adenocarcinoma, but not in patients treated

with various other strategies (Figure S3). TMB has been shown to be predictive of immunotherapy response

and has become a useful biomarker among many tumor types for identifying potential patients who will

benefit from immunotherapy (Rizvi et al., 2015; Hugo et al., 2016). However, not all patients are screened

for TMB status outside of high-volume tertiary care centers. Although the PITER was trained by using

TCGA, which consisted of slides from various registries, its generalizability was tested through external vali-

dation using FFPE tissue slides (Figure 1A) from our institution with available TMB data (surgical resection)

and survival data (surgical resection and small diagnostic biopsy specimens); the results were consistent

with those of the previous study (Coudray et al., 2018). Based on these results, it is prudent to point out

A D

E

F

B

C

Figure 5. Visualization heatmaps of the histology slides used for prediction in six randomly selected patients

from the TCGA (left panel) and SPH (right panel) validation datasets at three levels of TMB status

(A–C) Cases with varying TMB counts from high to low of TCGA-LUAD cohort. (D–F) Cases with varying TMB values from

high to low of SPH-LUAD cohort. TCGA, the cancer genome atlas. LUAD, lung adenocarcinoma. TMB, tumor mutational

burden.
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that the proposed PITER corresponding to genetic variation has the potential to predict immunotherapy

response. As pathology imaging is a routinely acquired diagnostic modality in the clinical management

of tumor patients, our model could therefore easily facilitate the determination of lung adenocarcinoma

patient TMB status and facilitate access to immunotherapies for a larger number of eligible patients.

This finding is consistent with previous reports regarding the application of a deep learning approach

for predicting the level of TMB.

Deep learning for image recognition automatically learns internal representations end-to-end. The internal

transcriptomic representation learned by the PITER during the prediction of RNA sequencing data may

constitute an important step toward understanding the biological descriptors required for solving clinical

classification problems and understanding the link between the tissue- and molecular-level information.

Previous studies have shown that deep learningmodels capturemorphometric features and complex struc-

tures in tissue images that represent specific phenotypes (Yoo et al., 2020). Gene enrichment analyses have

shown associations between the PITER with DNA replication and the proliferative gene set, indicating

potential factors that impact tumor immunogenicity and enhance the immune response. Sensitivity to

immunotherapy is based on not only intrinsic tumor factors but also the complex interplay between cancer

and its microenvironment. Previous studies have reported that several immunogenic microenvironment

factors, such as T cells (CD4+) (Du et al., 2018), macrophages (Zappasodi et al., 2018), and mast cells

(Somasundaram et al., 2021), are prognostic and predictive markers in many tumor types. Through the

analysis of the TCGA RNA sequencing data, we found that the PITER could stratify patients with different

tumor-immune microenvironments. It was found that the cellular components that promote immune

activation increased significantly in the high-TMB group, while the low-level TMB markers represented

immunosuppressed, thereby revealing that the PITER could learn features of the tumor-immune microen-

vironment from histological images.

In conclusion, the PITER, a clinically useful prognostic biomarker, was developed using a deep learning

approach to digital pathology whole-slide analysis. As evaluated inmultiple cohorts and independent pop-

ulations, the PITER could be an efficient and reliable method for evaluating the TMB statuses of patients

with lung adenocarcinoma as well as their likely responses to immunotherapy. These findings indicate

the potential for the PITER to be used by clinicians to improve decision-making related to immunotherapy

choices beyond whole exome sequencing.

Limitations of the study

Several limitations of our study should be acknowledged. Although immunotherapy response prediction

was evaluated externally, only Chinese patients with advanced lung adenocarcinoma from a single institu-

tion were included. Further validating the present findings with patients of other ethnicities requires a pro-

spective and multi-institutional study with a large cohort. In addition, the study used TMB as the only label

to build the predictive model, and the model’s efficacy may be limited because TMB is not a perfect pre-

dictor for patient response to immunotherapy treatment. Thus, a joint analysis of more comprehensive la-

bels, including tumor microenvironment-specific genetic alterations, should be performed. In addition, the

transcriptomic and proteomic data could provide useful insights and increase the overall performance of

our model. Furthermore, the proposed method seemed to be effective only for LUAD; one possible reason

for this is that the level of disease progression was not associated with morphological changes in LUSC.

Additional attempts could be focused on functional staining of the tumor microenvironment. Moreover,

although the proposed AdvCS technique was motivated by the analysis of causal graph, this study was

indeed about correlation analysis. Causality in clinical applications is difficult to pursue, as there are too

many known or unknown factors in the real world. Nevertheless, by introducing more medical confounders

into the optimization procedure of representation learning (Zhao et al., 2020), it is possible to further

improve model predictive performance. Finally, only lung cancer was included in this study, and the gener-

alizability of the PITER to other cancer types or subtypes was unable to be validated. Previous studies have

shown the ability to transfer the learning of similar computational models to generalize the approach for

different types of cancer (Lu et al., 2021). In the future, the performance of this model may improve consid-

erably using larger, richer datasets for training.

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Chang Chen (changchenc@tongji.edu.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d Image and genetic data of The Cancer Genome Atlas are publicly available as of the date of publication.

DOIs is listed in the key resources table. Data regarding TMB and ICI validation datasets from Shanghai

Pulmonary Hospital are available from the corresponding author (Prof. Chang Chen via changchenc@

tongji.edu.cn) on reasonable requests.

d All original code has been deposited at GitHub and is publicly available as of the date of publication.

DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Study design and patient cohorts

In this multicohort study, a deep learning analysis was applied retrospectively to four independent cohorts

of patients with NSCLC (Figure S5). The TMB phenotype datasets from the TCGA Lung Adenocarcinoma

(LUAD) and Lung Squamous Cell Carcinoma (LUSC) datasets were included on August 14, 2020 (https://

portal.gdc.cancer.gov). We collected a total of 1006 patients with whole exome sequencing (WES) data

and 1505 corresponding digital histological images to generate the training and validation data for the

development of the PITER, the proposed genopathomic biomarker.

After training and internally validating the proposed framework, we included 211 patients with 410 slides

diagnosed with LUAD and LUSC between 2012 and 2015 (the Shanghai Pulmonary Hospital [SPH,

Shanghai, China] TMB dataset) to externally validate the TMB prediction ability of the biomarker. In

addition, to further evaluate the predictive value of PITER in identifying how patients with advanced

lung adenocarcinoma benefit from immunotherapy, an SPH immunotherapy dataset including patients

with 60 unresectable and metastatic lung adenocarcinoma who had received ICI therapy between 2015

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

GenoPathomic biomarker of ImmunoThErapy

Response

This Paper https://github.com/NotF404/TCGA_TMB

EffficientNet (Tan and Le, 2019) https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.11946.pdf

PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019a) https://arxiv.org/pdf/1912.01703.pdf

Python Python Software Foundation https://www.python.org/

R software The R Foundation https://www.r-project.org/

Other

Lung adenocarcinoma tumor mutational

burden dataset

The Cancer Genome Atlas https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/

Lung squamous cell carcinoma tumor

mutational burden dataset

The Cancer Genome Atlas https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/
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and 2018 was included (He et al., 2020). The WSI data aligned with the genetic and clinical characteristics

retrieved from SPH. Further details of data acquisition and process are provided in the supplemental infor-

mation. Our retrospective study was approved by SPH’s institutional review board (Reference Number:

L20-333-1), and informed consent was waived.

Details of data acquisition and process

In the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) LUAD and LUSC datasets, whole exome sequencing (WES) data with

corresponding images were used to generate the training and validation data of the PITER, allowing for the

estimation of the level of tumor mutational burden (TMB) usingWES data and a deep learning approach to

the analysis of the corresponding images of the tumor samples. The TMB data of the TCGA patients were

computed as the total number of nonsynonymous mutations in theWES of the patient’s cancer by applying

VarScan2 (Koboldt et al., 2012). The cutoff value used to stratify patients as TMB-high or TMB-low was 206,

as it this number represented approximately 10 mutations per megabase (mut/Mb) when analyzing the

genetic profile established in the FoundationOne CDX panel, according to a previous study (Jain and

Massoud, 2020).

The SPH TMB dataset was used to externally validate the performance of the genopathomic biomarker for

the immunotherapy response (PITER) on differentiating TMB-high and TMB-low. This validation dataset

included patients who had available TMB data and were treated by surgical resection for lung adenocar-

cinoma and squamous cell carcinoma. The details of the data processing and WES are reported in our pre-

vious study (Jiang et al., 2019). Consistent with a previous clinical trial (Hellmann et al., 2018), TMB-high was

defined as TMB valueR10 mut/Mb; otherwise, tumors were defined as TMB-low. The SPH immunotherapy

dataset, consisted of patients with advanced lung cancer enrolled in a phase 1 trial, was used to evaluate

anti-PD-1 or anti-PD-L1 monotherapy at our institution. This dataset was used to infer the association be-

tween the PITER and clinical response in accordance with the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors

(RECIST) version 1$1 (Eisenhauer et al., 2009) and the progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival

(OS) rates. In these datasets, WSI data were available for the TCGA datasets, formalin-fixed paraffin-

embedded (FFPE) samples from the SPH TMB dataset, and both FFPE samples and tumor biopsy samples

from the SPH immunotherapy dataset. WSI data from the SPH dataset were scanned withMotic EasyScan at

403 equivalent magnification and stored in SVS format.

METHOD DETAILS

Development of deep learning genopathomic biomarker

As depicted in Figure 1B, several steps were taken in the development of the PITER to obtain the final out-

puts. The WSIs were first preprocessed into stain-normalized patches of 5123512 from the extracted fore-

ground. All tissue slides were processed into patches, for the patients with single or multiple tissue slides,

the slide(s) from a patient are processed into a bag of patches for subsequent analysis. The patches were

further classified as normal or tumor using the deep neural network TumorNet. We then used another neu-

ral network, TMBNet, to predict the TMB level (high or low) according to the patient-level TMB label, where

only tumor patches were used. However, we observed that TMBNet was prone to overfitting. By analyzing

the causal graph of this modeling procedure, we found that one of the main causes of overfitting was the

existence of confounding variables. To address this, an AdvCS technique was implemented to improve the

performance of TMBNet. The patch-level predictions were aggregated intoWSI-level predictions by calcu-

lating the median values. We regarded TMB prediction as a biomarker for immunotherapy response and

validated its predictive performance for ICI efficacy. Both TumorNet and TMBNet were developed based

on EffficientNet (Tan and Le, 2019), a state-of-the-art convolutional neural network.

Causal graph for the PITER

Causality is important in medical imaging (Castro et al., 2020), and causal graphs are a vital tool. To better

understand what hinders the model performance in the pipeline, we illustrate the causal graph of the PITER

deep learning procedure (Figure S6). In this study, we assumed that TMB, as a biomarker for immuno-

therapy response, was predictable using WSIs, which could be represented by the ideal causal graph in

the left part of Figure S6. However, WSIs were too large to process with limited GPU memory. In practice,

it was necessary to transform aWSI into patches before feeding these patches into a neural network, which

produced the causal graph shown in the middle part of Figure S6. In this case, WSI became a confounding

variable (confounder) when inferring TMB (biomarker) from patches. The confounder could be a shortcut
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when training TMBNet. As evidenced, we observed that it was easy to classify the slide ID of a patch using

the representation of the final layer. In other words, the existence of confounders was a major cause of the

overfitting issue.

To address this issue, we proposed an AdvCS technique that encouraged TMBNet to learn in a confounder-

aware manner regardless of the whole-slide ID. This technique was implemented with a gradient reversal

layer (Ganin et al., 2016) jointly trained to classify the primary slide ID (confounder classifier). The confounder

classifier was learned to minimize the cross entropy between its output and slide-ID while its reversed

gradient made deep representations of the main task neural network less variant to confounders, thereby

reducing the effect of the confounding factors on the learning process (illustrated in the right part of Fig-

ure S6). The AdvCS technique was easy to implement and significantly stabilized the training procedure.

In order to verify the usefulness of specific designs in this study, we compared themodel performance plain

backbones (Inception-V3 (Szegedy et al., 2016) vs. EfficientNet) equipped with stain normalization and the

proposed AdvCS technique on the TCGA LUAD dataset. As depicted in Table S7, all compared designs

were effective. Thus, we used the EfficientNet with stain normalization and AdvCS for the further analysis.

In TumorNet and TMBNet, the backbones of EfficientNet-B0 (Tan and Le, 2019) pre-trained on ImageNet

(Krizhevsky et al., 2017) were trained to minimize the cross-entropy loss between network outputs and

patch labels (i.e., tumor or not for TumorNet and high or low TMB for TMBNet). In each batch, 32 patches

with a size of 512 3 512 were randomly sampled at the 103 magnification in the tissue region of a WSI.

Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with cosine learning rate schedule (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) decreasing

from 6 3 10-4 to 6 3 10-6 in 20 epochs was used as an optimizer. Weight decay with a factor of 0.01 was

adopted to prevent overfitting. We also applied data augmentation strategies, including random rotations

of 90 degrees and flipping with a probability of 0.5, to improve the model’s generalization performance. All

our experiments were conducted on 4 NVIDIA 2080ti GPUs, and the code was implemented with PyTorch

(Paszke et al., 2019b) 1.3.0 and Python 3.7.

Gene expression analysis and tumor immune microenvironment investigation

We performed a gene set enrichment analysis to explore the potential genetic pathways related to the

PITER for TMB prediction. The RNA-sequencing expression data in fragments per kilobase of transcript

per million mapped reads (FPKM) values for all samples were obtained from the TCGA portal and trans-

formed to log2 (FPKM+0.1). A rank of these genes was then created using a fold change approach, which

was determined in the different values of the mean gene expression between the high- and low-TMB

groups. For the gene set analysis, a preranked gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was conducted using

the PIANOR package, and expert-curated pathways were tested from the KEGGgene set version 7.2, avail-

able from the Molecular Signature Database. A p value less than 0.05 and a false discovery rate (FDR)-p less

than 0.25 were applied as the filter conditions for gene pathway enrichment. To investigate the tumor im-

mune infiltration between the high- and low-TMB groups identified by the PITER, CIBERSORT was used to

deconvolute the relative proportion of 22 human immune cell phenotypes, including T cells, B cells, NK

cells, macrophages, DC cells, and mast cells from the RNA-sequencing data obtained from the TCGA

database. After annotating the gene matrix with standard annotation, we applied the CIBERSORT

algorithm with R and set P < 0.05 as the cutoff value for statistical significance.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Comparisons of variables were performed using Student’s t-test for continuous variables as well as the

Pearson chi-squared test and Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables. The PITER’s predictive power

was evaluated by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. The cut-off value for

separating the high- and low-TMB groups was obtained from the Youden Index in the training cohort.

Confidence intervals were computed based on the percentiles of 10,000 bootstrap replicates. Progres-

sion-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) rates were computed using the Kaplan-Meier method

and Cox proportional hazards survival estimates. End points were the date of death from any cause for

the OS rate and the date of any recurrence or death for the PFS rate. The multivariable analysis included

the clinically relevant variables that were significant in the univariable analysis. Statistical analyses were

performed using R software V.4.0.2 (http://www.r-project.org/). P < 0.05 was considered to be statistically

significant.
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